ABSTRACT

Transportation is human or goods’ relocated from one place to another by using vehicle and driven by man or machine. Transportation is used to give a good facilitate for human in daily activities. For some developing country, they usually use subway and taxi. The society mostly uses public transportation because some of them didn’t have private vehicle or personal vehicles. Transportation itself is divided into 3 parts, land transport, sea transport and air transport. Land transport is kind of transportation using the road or ground to transport passengers or goods. Land transport was originally used by horses, donkeys or even human to take their goods through the trail. Along with the developing trade, the road has been widened and flattened to accommodate the people’s activity.

Nowadays, Indonesian’s transportation is less than standard of transport security. The drivers always underestimate small things which become the cause of accidents. Train is one of transportation which has the frequent of accidents. But now, train is the best choice if the people want to travel by road. It’s because of train always performing regular checks to avoid the damage. Nevertheless, it doesn’t mean other transportation never perform regular checks, because other public transportation never leave it.

The first step that needs to be done is building or changing state of the station, where in this condition, there aren’t showroom areas yet. Thus, the people need showroom areas to give facilities, education and well-spatial planning. So that, design of the station is expected to produce a draft which appropriate with the concepts